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Features Key:

Drag and drop game tree with G.O.O.D.
Multiple simultaneous games.
AI modes for both humans and bots.
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In Retrowave you are a game designer who created your own game. Using an unknown medium, you call
the game into existence. Your seed has taken root in the game and you begin to experience various

emotions. While searching for your lost love, your emotions begin to change. About Retrowave - The Game:
Choose between 2 different game types: 1. Story Mode - the original story mode, more linear in nature. 2.

Arcade Mode - a 2.5D action game with arcade elements. Features: - Exploration - levels are randomly
generated with alternative paths and secret passages. - FPS Arcade - you will be able to execute various

actions, including attacking and dodging. - Multiplayer Online - you can challenge each other from all over
the world. - Side-scroller platformer elements. - Submersible gameplay. - Clean and colorful art style. -

Hidden secrets. - 15+ main levels. - Over 40+ hidden places. - 5 different types of enemies and 7 different
types of weapons. - Two different playable characters. - Several upgrades. - Beautiful ambient music. - You
can unlock different avatars, outfits and weapons for the main character. - New content is being added all

the time. Human beings are now restricted to the surface of the planet following a vast nuclear
catastrophe. 50 years later, they receive strange signals coming from the surface of the earth. They have

sent you, a nuclear-fueled exploration droid, to investigate the source of those signals and find out whether
there is any life on Earth once again. In this journy you will encounter different creatures, solve different

puzzles and discover the story about how it all went wrong in the first place. Dive into the experience of a
2D sidescroller platformer metroidvania game as you explore unique areas, unlock secret paths, learn new

abilities, fight bosses and more! About The Game: Retrowave - The Game Choose between 2 different game
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5.0/5.0 GamingUnleash your inner warrior on a fantastical journey through 50 levels across 4 unique
areas.A sequel to 2018's Legacy Quest, every aspect of gameplay and aesthetics has been improved.New
gameplay additions include crawling, jumping up through platforms, moving platforms, and the ability to
destroy gemstone blocks.New aesthetics additions include full HD gameplay, with improved animations

across every element. Plus, a brand new colorful, cute, and fun visual style.You'll also get an all-new menu,
and continued support for gamepad play.06/08/2022 Despite some hiccups, LQ2 is still actively being

developed and will launch as soon as possible.Take up the role of Detective James as you try to uncover a
mysterious criminal's hidden identity. Reveal deep and disturbing secrets, solve unique puzzles and bring
the schemes of a dark Cult to light. All under the effect of Dementia, a syndrome capable of making you

mistrust even your own self. You can walk to multiple environments by interacting with the Detective
hologram outline in order to move from point to point and investigate various positions Examine and

discover hidden clues that can lead you one step closer to a criminal's hidden identity RED ORDER Discover
the connections and schemes of this known cult.DEMENTIACan you handle the effects of this syndrome? Be
the right guide for Detective James. Do not let it misdirect you from your goal Linear Story Driven Campaign

Our goal is to deliver an emotional journey that will be memorable to the players 3D Audio One of the
biggest reasons to wear headphones. Volumetric Lighting Spooky atmosphere with dynamic lighting,

realistic reflections and shadows. Inventory Management Collect useful tools or items throughout your
journey Horror Elements It wouldn't be a dark story without the "Fear" factorVisual Effects and paranormal
events that add up more to the experienceCan you handle this emotional journey? ReviewsLamentum is a

well crafted and loving homage to the survival-horror genre as a whole! With plenty of replay value, a
terrific atmosphere, and thrilling gameplay it will surely go down as a classic title of the genre.8.5/10 Geek

News NowLamentum transported me to a place of nightmares that I didnt want to wake up from. Its
gameplay was spot-on and the world that Obscure Tales built was flawless. I wish there were more games
in the genre like this.10/10 Game TyrantLamentum is equal parts frightening and enticing, serving up a sc

What's new:

for old mobile phones Latest Offer: Retrowave are offering between
£110 and £150 for a used phone. Ask about our free re-baked

warranty on your part. Free and fast delivery! 4th+ Free for 30days.
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Download and Install the game from the Download button
below.
Once installation is done, run the game from your start Menu
(Start Button Start -> All Programs -> Retrowave - Cash)
Enjoy the game.

System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 (64-bit versions)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7200 or better Memory: 2 GB Graphics:

Intel HD 4000 or better DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 20 GB
available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or better

Memory: 4 GB Graphics:
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